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Leaks out of Washington DC circulated Saturday that a high ranking administration official may
actually be the co-founder of the popular internet energy blog theoildrum.com.

Sources from Reuters early today provided evidence that Presidential political advisor
Karl Rove is the internet identity "Professor Goose." Professor Goose plays a central
role at the website raising awareness and discussion about the urgency of "Peak Oil." A
memo was found on Rove's stationary in a bathroom stall providing evidence for Rove's
'dual role' in directing Bush policy.

Rove, an alleged genius, apparently has decided--in ironic double-Orwellian style--to create and
advocate an internet blog to promote awareness of what would be an energy train wreck absent
significant policy changes. The memo clearly shows Rove briefing the President

"...finally some Americans are realizing the facts about our energy situation. In my
opinion however sir, the urgency of the situation does still not have the critical mass
needed for Stage II of your plan "Operation: Sustainable Goose."

The plan, according to an unnamed source in Langley, was to start to mention oil 'addictions' and
'finiteness' in public, but bring support and awareness of the Peak Oil situation to a grass roots
tipping point through informed, internationally credible internet blogging on theoildrum.com.
Once public concern reached a critical level at "Stage II," the administration would "out of
necessity, announce mandatory gas taxes, draconian conservation and efficiency mandates, and
'infrastructure changes.'"

Due to the recent downturn in the housing market, the ongoing middle eastern conflict, and the
country's obsession with "American Idol", it was decided at Washington's highest levels that we
have too fragile a populace to hear the truth from the White House. In addition, 'outright honesty
about oil' would represent an untenable political risk.

This morning, emails to theoildrum.com were not returned. Reuters is efforting this story to find
out these important details as we speak.

Sources close to the situation say it is no coincidence this leak coincided with this week's release of
the GAO Report on Peak Oil, and expect a Press Conference possibly with the President as early
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as this evening.

It should also be noted that there have been previous rumours that Prof. Goose was Jimmy
Carter's sweater, the president of Exxon Lee Raymond, "Baghdad Bob," Barack Obama, PM Tony
Blair's dentist, Che Guevara, and/or the ubiquitous Saudi Oil Minister, Ali al-Naimi.

[break]

Good night, and good luck.
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